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Salming Q1.

Salming Race.

Salming Xshaft.

Aero Plus.

The X-shaft is a totally new shaft construction from Salming. It’s design is 
slimmer than the regular curved shafts and it has an optimized KickZone™ 
area and a reduced TipCurve™ angle°.

Compared to the market leading predecessor AERO, AeroPLUS has a Duo 
X-bar™ construction inside the ball which enhances durability and main-
tains a superior roundness. The amount of dimples on the surface has been 
increased to an approximate 1.800pcs, enhancing ball flight and accuracy.

The Salming Race shoe is a light weight mesh shoe built on the same inno-
vative technologies as it’s sibling the Salming Xfactor3. The Race shoe pro-
vides more cushioning for the front foot area. The eye-catching exo-skele-
ton in combination with the T.G.S 62/75°™ technology provides stability 
and stimulates the foot’s natural movement. The Race is on - are you in?

The original version of the Quest blade, which was developed 6 years ago 
soon found it’s hard core fans all over the world and is a modern Salming 
classic. The extraordinary torque angle combined with a rock hard heel 
construction has proven to be a favorite among many professional players. 
Time passes and even a popular oldie needs to be upgraded: Hence the ar-
rival of the Q1. This 2013 version of the Quest blade incorporates the very 
best of the original Quest blade and builds on this. 

Light weight performance

The Original Quest blade reinvented!

Slimmer and optimized

Duo crossbar and approximate 1.800 dimples

™

™

™

™

Since 1998, Salming Floorball has stayed true to it’s vision to develop and bring high 

tech innovative Floorball products to the market that really make a difference for 

the player. Our relentless dedication has brought many innovations to the world of 

Floorball - including KickZone™, TipCurve™, Aero™, Quest2, Xfactor, V1 Protective 

Eyewear and more.

We have gained trust and credilibiilty through our cooperation with some of the 

best players and teams in the world. Salming ambassadors Mattias Samuelsson and 

Rasmus Sundstedt of Storvreta IBK are two of the brightest current examples. 

The latter is the star of Salming Floorball Academy.

This season is no exception, as we broaden our shoe range with the lightweight 

Salming Race shoe. On the blade front we add the Q1, the successor to the original 

Quest blade, bringing a strong three blade and stick range to the market for 

2013/2014: The Quest2, the Aero and the all new Q1.

The Q1 series features Salming’s new X-shaft technology, which has a beautiful 

shaft geometry that is slimmer than the regular KickZone and TipCurve shafts. 

There is an optimized KickZone area and a reduced TipCurve angle.

All Salming KickZone™ and TipCurve™ shafts features a new construction layup 

for 2013/2014 which increases the strength and durability by an outstanding 20%!

It is with great confidence that we present the Salming 2013/2014 collection.

no nonsense.
High tech innovations 
for the dedicated!

Mattias Samuelsson (wearing Salming Race R1 Launch Edt) and 
Rasmus Sundstedt (wearing Salming Xfactor3) of Storvreta IBK.



RACE R1 - SENIOR MALE MODEL // ART. NO. 1233091

THIS FANTASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT, mesh shoe incorporates all of the unique technologies of 
Salming Xfactor and then some.
 
The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then 
covered in a special black EXO-skeleton that effectively helps keep the foot in the 
right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely 
comfortable upper construction helps the shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the 
first instant with virtually zero ”break-in” time.
 
Compared with its popular sibling, the Salming Xfactor, Race is designed with less 
heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, making it 
extremely comfortable and fun to run in.
 
At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which 
specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the foot (62% of the shoe) 
in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, 
stabilizing section which ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called ”ballet” line, a 
75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially 
composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s 
natural movements.
 
In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge 
of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our innovative RollBar™ 
technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.
 
In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole 
has an extra sticky newly developed compound that provides 25% improved traction 
properties!
 
Please read more about the Race technologies on salming.com

RACE

05 / RACE R104 / RACE R1

Colours: Fluo orange / fluo yellow
  Cyan blue / fluo yellow

Weight: App. 305g (Size Euro 42)

Size: Euro  402/3 - 491/3

 US  7,5 - 14
 UK  6,5 - 13
 CM  25,5 - 32

Technologies

Launch Edt.
Fluo orange / fluo yellow

Autumn Edt.
Cyan blue / fluo yellow



07 / RACE R1 MID06 / RACE R1 MID

Technologies

Black / poison green

RACE R1 MID - SENIOR MALE MODEL // ART. NO. 1233090

THIS FANTASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT, mesh shoe incorporates all of the unique technologies of 
Salming Xfactor and then some.
 
The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then 
covered in a special black EXO-skeleton that effectively helps keep the foot in the 
right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely 
comfortable upper construction helps the shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the 
first instant with virtually zero ”break-in” time.
 
Compared with its popular sibling, the Salming Xfactor, Race is designed with less 
heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, making it 
extremely comfortable and fun to run in.
 
At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which 
specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the foot (62% of the shoe) 
in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, 
stabilizing section which ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called ”ballet” line, a 
75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially 
composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s 
natural movements.
 
In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge 
of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our innovative RollBar™ 
technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.
 
In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole 
has an extra sticky newly developed compound that provides 25% improved traction 
properties!

THE LOW MID has a slightly higher upper which gives extra comfort and stability.

RACE

Colours: Black / poison green

Weight: App. 311g (Size Euro 42)

Size: Euro  40 2/3 - 491/3

 US  7,5 - 14
 UK  6,5 - 13
 CM  25,5 - 32



09 / RACE R208 / RACE R2

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

        

 
 
 
 

Fluo green / black 



11 / RACE R510 / RACE R5

Technologies

Black / magenta / fluo yellow

RACE R5 - FEMALE MODEL // ART. NO. 1233095

THIS FANTASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT, mesh shoe incorporates all of the unique technologies of 
Salming Xfactor and then some.
 
The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then 
covered in a special black EXO-skeleton that effectively helps keep the foot in the 
right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely 
comfortable upper construction helps the shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the 
first instant with virtually zero ”break-in” time.
 
Compared with its popular sibling, the Salming Xfactor, Race is designed with less 
heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, making it 
extremely comfortable and fun to run in.
 
At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which 
specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the foot (62% of the shoe) 
in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, 
stabilizing section which ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called ”ballet” line, a 
75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially 
composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s 
natural movements.
 
In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge 
of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our innovative RollBar™ 
technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.
 
In order to help you control all of this cornering performance, our XR110 outer sole 
has an extra sticky newly developed compound that provides 25% improved traction 
properties!

Please read more about the Race technologies on salming.com

RACE

Colours: Black / magenta / fluo yellow 

Weight: App. 230g (Size Euro 38)

Size: Euro  352/3 - 43  
 US  4,5 - 10
 UK  2,5 - 8
 CM  22,5 - 28



13 / RACE R312 / RACE R3

TechnologiesRACE R3 - JUNIOR MODEL // ART. NO. 1233093

THIS FANTASTIC LIGHTWEIGHT, mesh shoe incorporates all of the unique technologies of 
Salming Xfactor and then some.
 
The shoe’s upper is made from a durable lightweight polyester fabric, which is then 
covered in a special black EXO-skeleton that effectively helps keep the foot in the 
right position during lateral movements and high performance activities. This uniquely 
comfortable upper construction helps the shoe to feel perfect on your foot from the 
first instant with virtually zero ”break-in” time.
 
Compared with its popular sibling, the Salming Xfactor, Race is designed with less 
heel to toe drop, and a thicker forefoot with greater rebound characteristics, making it 
extremely comfortable and fun to run in.
 
At the core of the shoe’s design, you will find our unique T.G.S. 62/75° system which 
specifically designates the distance from heel to the ball of the foot (62% of the shoe) 
in order to optimize stability, comfort, and performance. Key to this design is the firmer, 
stabilizing section which ends at the ball of the foot at the so-called ”ballet” line, a 
75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped Salming Race with a specially 
composed section which gives greater flexibility in order to further stimulate the foot’s 
natural movements.
 
In addition, this great shoe features both our 5°™ angle concept on the outer edge 
of the shoe which helps avoid the risk of ankle injury, and our innovative RollBar™ 
technology on the inner edge, for quicker and better lateral push-off.
 
Please read more about the Race technologies on salming.com

RACE

Colours: Cyan blue / black 

Weight: App. 230g (Size Euro 38)

Size: Euro  352/3 - 401/3 
 US  3,5 - 7
 UK  2,5 - 6
 CM  22,5 - 26

Cyan blue / fluo yellow



Salming Race series
innovative technologies...

LMS+
Fast lateral stops expose the foot to the risk to roll over outwards, causing 
injuries. LMS+ (Lateral Movement Stabilizer Plus) is a unique design with a 
positive angle of 5° that prevents the foot from rolling over outwards.

ErgoHeelCup™
To stabilize and fixate the heel, 
which is key to providing a great fit 
and comfort, we have developed 
a new anatomical Ergo Heel Cup 

that is slightly longer than the 
average heel cup.

Exo Skeleton™
The exo skeleton design stabilizes the foot for lateral movements 
and reduces pressure at the MTP joints (Metatarsophalangeal joints). 
It is important to keep the foot stable medio-lateral, avoiding friction 
and side forces in the soft parts of the foot sole, especially under-

neath the forefoot. 

T.G.S.62/75™ Torsion Guide System
The distance from heel to the ball of the foot (62% of the shoe) has been 
designed with extra stability, which ends in the so-called ”ballet” line, a 
75° angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped the shoe with greater 
flexibility to stimulate the foot’s natural movements. TGS 62/75 takes all of 

the gait cycle criteria into consideration. At the same time, it softens 
the strains caused by friction during lateral movements. The shoe 
bends in exactly the right places, stimulating the foot’s natural 
lateral and forward movements.

RollBar™
An increased radius on the inner 
side of the outer sole, facilitates 
rolling the foot inwards and toe push 
off. Reaching for that stop ball in 

squash or covering a shot in 
floorball is made easier with 
the RollBar™ technology.

14 / RACE

Rebound Foam
Forefoot rebound energy foam - RE35. 80% better 
rebound energy than a regular EVA midsole compound.

SpeedLite™
The SpeedLite™ midsole is a lightweight performance 
EVA compound with long lasting cushioning qualities. 

XR110
A newly developed durable rubber compound with 
excellent 25% traction improvement!

Cushioning Foam
Heel cushioning foam - C35, positioned at the 
heel centre, gives you 70% better shock absorption 
than a regular EVA midsole compound.

15 / RACE

UPPER

MID SOLE

OUTER SOLE

LMS™
Lateral Movement Stabilizer 

- an especially designed light 
weight integrated dual torsion unit 
that supports the foot during fast       

and irregular lateral movements.



17 / X-FACTOR 316 / X-FACTOR 3

TechnologiesX-FACTOR 3 - SENIOR MALE MODEL // ART. NO. 1233080

Colours: Black / white / fluo yellow

Weight: App. 336g (Size Euro 42)

Size: Euro  402/3 - 491/3

 US  7,5 - 14
 UK  6,5 - 13
 CM  25,5 - 32

Black / white / fluo yellow

THE THIRD GENERATION of the popular X-factor shoe has been refined and features a 
more soft and comfortable upper, less weight and slightly less torq.

The X-factor3 features all of the X-Factor innovative technologies such as the Torsion
Guide System (T.G.S.62/75), RollBar™ and proprietary rebound and cushioning foam 
etc. Please read pages 20-21 for a thorough and detailed description of 10 important 
and unique X-factor technologies.

The X-factor3 features extra sticky compound that provides 25% improved traction 
properties - the XR110.

X-FACTOR



19 / X-FACTOR 318 / X-FACTOR 3

Technologies

Black / white / fluo yellow

X-FACTOR 3 - JUNIOR & FEMALE MODEL // ART. NO. 1233081X-FACTOR

Colours: Black / white / fluo yellow

Weight: App. 370g (Size Euro 44)

Size: Euro  352/3 - 43
 US  4,5 - 10
 UK  2,5 - 8
 CM  22,5 - 28

THE THIRD GENERATION of the popular X-factor shoe has been refined and features a 
more soft and comfortable upper, less weight and less torq.

The X-factor3 features all of the X-Factor innovative technologies such as the Torsion
Guide System (T.G.S.62/75), RollBar™ and proprietary rebound and cushioning foam 
etc. Please read pages 20-21 for a thorough and detailed description of 10 important 
and unique X-factor technologies.



Salming X-Factor 3 
innovative technologies

LMS+
Fast lateral stops expose the foot to the risk to roll over outwards, causing 
injuries. LMS+ (Lateral Movement Stabilizer Plus) is a unique design with a 
positive angle of 5° that prevents the foot from rolling over outwards.

ErgoHeelCup™
To stabilize and fixate the heel, 
which is key to providing a great fit 
and comfort, we have developed 
a new anatomical Ergo Heel Cup 

that is slightly longer than the 
average heel cup.

X-Design™
The unique asymmetrical X-factor design stabilizes the foot for lateral 
movements and reduces pressure at the MTP joints (Metatarsopha-
langeal joints). It is important to keep the foot stable medio-lateral, 
avoiding friction and side forces in the soft parts of the foot sole, 

especially underneath the forefoot. In order to fixate the forefoot 
without getting pressure at the MTPs we have developed a 
horseshoe shaped ”Front foot lacing stabilizer” within the 
asymmetrical X-Factor design.

T.G.S.62/75™ Torsion Guide System
The distance from heel to the ball of the foot (62% of the shoe) has been 
designed with extra stability, which ends in the so-called ”ballet” line, a 75° 
angle. In front of the 75° line, we have equipped the X-Factor with greater 
flexibility to stimulate the foot’s natural movements. TGS 62/75 takes all of 

the gait cycle criteria into consideration. At the same time, it softens 
the strains caused by friction during lateral movements. The shoe 
bends in exactly the right places, stimulating the foot’s natural 
lateral and forward movements

LMS™
Lateral Movement Stabilizer 

- an especially designed light 
weight integrated dual torsion 
unit that supports the foot 

during fast and irregular   
lateral movements.

RollBar™
An increased radius on the inner 
side of the outer sole, facilitates 
rolling the foot inwards and toe push 
off. Reaching for that stop ball in 

squash or covering a shot in 
floorball is made easier with 
the RollBar™ technology.

20 / X-FACTOR 3

Rebound Foam
Forefoot rebound energy foam 
- RE35. 80% better rebound 
energy than a regular EVA midsole 
compound.

SpeedLite™
The SpeedLite™ midsole is a 
lightweight performance 
EVA compound with long lasting 
cushioning qualities. 

Off Centre Lacing
Asymetrical lacing designed for 
added comfort and improved fit.

SpinZone™
The design of the outer sole meets the lateral movements, twists and turns 
that are typical for indoor sports. The SpinZone design – applied in the fore-
foot area – makes it easier for the forefoot to twist and turn under pressure, 
avoiding stress on knees and joints.

XR110
A newly developed durable rubber 
compound with excellent 25% traction 
improvement!

Cushioning Foam
Heel cushioning foam - C35, positioned 
at the heel centre, gives you 70% better 
shock absorption than a regular EVA 
midsole compound.

21 / X-FACTOR 3

UPPER

MID SOLE

OUTER SOLE



23 / X-LIDE22 / X-LIDE

X-LIDE 2 // ART. NO. 1233084XLIDE2

Size: Euro  37 - 48

THE THIRD GENERATION of he world’s first floorball goalie shoe. A light weight shoe with 
excellent sliding characteristics and maximized flexibility. The sliding area is padded 
and powered with the very durable DuPont Cordura nylon which provides excellent 
sliding properties no matter the quality of the floor surface. Divided outer sole for 
maximized flexibility. Asymmetrical lacing.

Colours: Black / fluo yellow

Weight: App. 300g (Size Euro 44)
Salming Xlide Artno 1232084 
Cyan blue / black. Please check 
for available stock quantity.



Born:    1983
Height:    184cm
Grip:    Left
Player number:  13
Position:    Defender
Club origin:    Åkersberga IBF
Stats:   Swedish National Team, 49 games
   Swedish Champion 2009/2010, 2010/2011, 2011/2012
   2 Champions Cup Gold medal
   2 WC Silver medals
   2 Defender of the Year titles in SSL
   2 Winner of the Defender Scoring League titles in SSL
   1 Best Defender in the World title

Mattias Samuelsson.
Storvreta IBK



BASE FRAME STABILZER BFS™ SINGLE CAVITY PLUS™

INCREASED BALL CONTROL TOE DRAG DESIGN TDD™

BY OPTIMIZING THE heel and base frame area we achieve 
a rock solid blade construction with great torsional 
stiffness - enabling harder shots.

ONE SINGLE HORIZONTAL cavity along 
the entire blade area.

THE VERTICAL CAVITY has been made a little bit deeper 
than it’s predecessor Quest, creating an enhanced ball 
control and more power.

MAKING IT EASIER for you to pull the ball towards 
you and thereby increasing ball control.

harder wrist shots 
harder sweep shots 

harder slap shots
no nonsense.

Salming Quest 2



Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100), 114 (103) cm
Material 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip Performance Sticky Pro + One Piece Grip
Blade material Endurance™   
 

KICKZONE TIPCURVE // ART. NO. 1103160

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone- and TipCurve-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back 
faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized 
angle towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Equipped with Salmings Quest2 blade made in Endurance™ material.

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone- and TipCurve-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back 
faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized 
angle towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Equipped with Salmings Quest2 blade made in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

Twisted shaft decal design!

28 / QUEST 2 29/QUEST 2

TipCurve™ - is exactly what the name says 
- a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating 
an optimized angle towards the floor surface 
and the ball - resulting in harder shots with-
out having to bend the blade heel part.

TourLite™ - we use only the very best light 
weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup 
construction to create TourLite™ shafts. 
A favourite shaft among many of our Pro players 
around the world.

KickZone™ - is developed to provide an 
increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft 
when bent is kicking back faster and thereby 
hitting the ball with greater power - creating 
an increased ball speed. 

Xshaft™- The X-shaft is a totally new shaft 
construction from Salming. It’s design is 
slimmer than the regular curved shafts and 
it has an optimized KickZone area and a 
reduced TipCurve angle°.

Salming shaft technologies

KICKZONE TIPCURVE junior // ART. NO. 1103161

Flex   30
Length  98 (87), 103 (92) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

PLEASE NOTE!  All KickZone™ and TipCurve™ shafts season 2013/2014 features an improved layup construction which will be 20% stronger!

INFO Features Salmings unique KickZone technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster and thereby
hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. This stick offers improved shooting power with maintained control. Powered with Salmings Quest2 blade made
in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

KICKZONE // ART. NO. 1103163

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip Performance Sticky Pro + One Piece Grip
Blade material Endurance™   
 

INFO TourLite™ - the crown jewel of our round conic shafts. We use only the very best quality weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup construction to create our light weight
TourLite™ shafts. A favourite shaft among many of our Pro players around the world. Powered with Salmings Quest2 blade made in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!Flex   24
Length  111 (100), 114 (103) cm
Material 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip TourLite Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

TOURLITE 24 // ART. NO. 1103165

QUEST2

QUEST2

QUEST2

QUEST2

KickZone™
TipCurve™

KickZone™
TipCurve™

KickZone™

Salming Quest 2



30 / QUEST 2 31  / QUEST 2

Flex   24
Length  111 (100), 114 (103) cm
Material Carbon
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   29
Length  103 (92), 107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   32
Length  93 (82), 98 (87), 103 (92) cm
Material Composite
Grip Ultimate Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

OVAL FUSION // ART. NO. 1103168

CARBON COMP 27 // ART. NO. 1103172

CARBON COMP 29 // ART. NO. 1103167

32 // ART. NO. 1103169

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. Equipped with 
Salmings Quest2 blade made in Endurance™ material.

INFO Our popular light weight carbon composite shaft in flex 27. Equipped with Salmings Quest2 blade made in durable Endurance™ material.

INFO Our popular light weight carbon composite shaft in flex 29. Equipped with Salmings Quest2 blade made in durable Endurance™ material.

INFO Equipped with Salmings Quest2 blade made in durable Endurance™ material.

Oval shaft design

Twisted shaft decal design!

Twisted shaft decal design!

Twisted shaft decal design!

Twisted shaft decal design!

Q2 IMAGE BILD

QUEST2

QUEST2

QUEST2

QUEST2

Salming Quest 2



Born:    1989
Height:    186cm
Grip:    Right
Player number:  66
Position:    Forward
Club origin:    Odelberg IBK
Stats:   Swedish National Team - WC All Star Team 2010
   Swedish National Team - WC Silver medalist 2010
   Swedish Junior National Team - World Championship Gold Medalist 2008
   SSL - Defender of the Year 2011
   SSL - Swedish Championship Silver medalist 2010
   SSL - Rookie of the Year 2009
   Player of the Year in Stockholm area 2011

Rasmus Sundstedt. 
Storvreta IBK



Questexcellent 
shooting 

characteristics

28/QUEST 29/QUEST

TRIDENT TECHNOLOGY™ SINGLE CAVITY PLUS™

TOE DRAG DESIGN TDD™

MAKING IT EASIER for you to pull the ball towards 
you and thereby increasing ball control.

CUSTOMIZE your blade stiffness.

ONE SINGLE HORIZONTAL cavity along
the entire blade area.

UNSURPASSED shaft-to-blade power transmission.

Salming Quest 1
The Original Quest blade reinvented!

TORSION LID SYSTEM™



Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

X -SHAFT KICKZONE TIPCURVE // ART. NO. 1103209

INFO Features Salmings all new X-shaft™ technology. A new generation of shafts with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle°. The X-shaft has an 
extreme whip effect with an amazing shooting accuracy. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

36 / QUEST 1 37 / QUEST 1

Flex   30
Length  98 (87), 103 (92) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

KICKZONE junior // ART. NO. 1103205

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster and the-
reby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

Flex   30
Length  98 (87) , 103 (92) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

X -SHAFT KICKZONE TIPCURVE junior // ART. NO. 1103208

INFO Features Salmings all new X-shaft™ technology. A new generation of shafts with a refined KickZone™ combined with a reduced TipCurve™ angle°. The X-shaft has an 
extreme whip effect with an amazing shooting accuracy. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

X- Shaft design! 

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

KICKZONE // ART. NO. 1103206

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone™-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster and 
thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Superlight 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip TourLite Grip™
Blade material Endurance™  
  

KICKZONE TIPCURVE // ART. NO. 1103207

INFO Features a newly developed superlight KZN TipCurve shaft. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster
and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized angle
towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

QUEST1

QUEST1

QUEST1

QUEST1

X- Shaft design! TipCurve™

KickZone™
TipCurve™

KickZone™
TipCurve™

KickZone™

QUEST1

KickZone™

Salming Quest 1
KickZone™



38  /QUEST 1

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% light weight carbon fiber
Grip TourLite Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

TOURLITE 27 // ART. NO. 1103203

INFO TourLite™ - the crown jewel of our round conic shafts. We use only the very best quality weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup construction to create our light weight
TourLite™ shafts. A favourite shaft among our Pro players around the world. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Composite
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   29
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% light weight carbon fiber
Grip TourLite Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

CARBON COMP 27 // ART. NO. 1103201TOURLITE 29 // ART. NO.1103202

INFO Our popular light weight composite shaft in flex 27. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.     INFO TourLite™ - the crown jewel of our round conic shafts. We use only the very best quality weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup construction to create our light weight
TourLite™ shafts. A favourite shaft among our Pro players around the world. Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!Twisted shaft decal design!

39 / QUEST 1

Flex   29
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

OVAL FUSION 29 // ART. NO. 1103204

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. 
Equipped with the reinvented Quest - Q1 - blade in Endurance™ material.

Oval shaft design Twisted shaft decal design!

TipCurve™ - is exactly what the name says 
- a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating 
an optimized angle towards the floor surface 
and the ball - resulting in harder shots with-
out having to bend the blade heel part.

TourLite™ - we use only the very best light 
weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup 
construction to create TourLite™ shafts. 
A favourite shaft among many of our Pro players 
around the world.

KickZone™ - is developed to provide an 
increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft 
when bent is kicking back faster and thereby 
hitting the ball with greater power - creating 
an increased ball speed. 

Xshaft™- The X-shaft is a totally new shaft 
construction from Salming. It’s design is 
slimmer than the regular curved shafts and 
it has an optimized KickZone area and a 
reduced TipCurve angle°.

Salming shaft technologies
PLEASE NOTE!  All KickZone™ and TipCurve™ shafts season 2013/2014 features an improved layup construction which will be 20% stronger!

QUEST1

QUEST1

QUEST1

QUEST1



Salming Aero
shooting power

passing precision
performance

no nonsense.

TOE DRAG DESIGN TDD™ SHOOTER POCKET™  

DUAL CROSSBAR STABILZER, DCS™ DUAL CAVITY™

MAKING IT EASIER to pull the ball towards you and 
creates an enhanced ball feel.

PROVIDES INCREASED BALL control when transporting 
the ball and places the ball in an optimal position prior 
to launching wrist shots.

25% STIFFER UPPER frame which enables you to keep 
your shots below the top cross bar.

PROVIDES INCREASED BALL control, feel and power 
when launching wrist shots and passing the ball



Flex   29
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Carbon comp
Grip Performance Sticky Pro + Onepiece Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% Light weight carbon fiber
Grip TourLite Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

KICKZONE TIPCURVE // ART. NO. 1103170

TOURLITE 27 // ART. NO.1103176

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone- and TipCurve-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster 
and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized angle 
towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Equipped with Salmings Aero blade made in Endurance™ material.

3 FACE decal design!

3 FACE decal design!

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% Carbon Fiber
Grip Performance Sticky Pro + Onepiece Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

KICKZONE // ART. NO. 1103173

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone™-technology. KickZone™ is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back faster and 
thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. Equipped with Salmings Aero blade made in Endurance™ material.

3 FACE decal design!

Flex   30
Length  98 (87), 103 (92) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   32
Length  103 (92), 107 (96) cm
Material Carbon comp
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

KICKZONE TIPCURVE junior // ART. NO. 1103171

CARBON COMP 32 // ART. NO. 1103178

INFO Features Salmings unique KickZone™- and TipCurve™-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back 
faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized 
angle towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Equipped with Salmings Aero blade made in Endurance™ material.

INFO Our popular light weight carbon composite shaft in flex 32. Equipped with the Aero blade made in durable Endurance™ material.

3 FACE decal design!

3 FACE decal design!

42 / AERO 43 / AERO

AERO

KickZone™
TipCurve™

AERO

AERO

KickZone™
TipCurve™

KickZone™

AERO

INFO TourLite™ - the crown jewel of our round conic shafts. We use only the very best quality weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup construction to create our light weight
TourLite™ shafts. A favourite shaft among our Pro players around the world. Powered with the Aero blade made in Endurance™ material.

TipCurve™ - is exactly what the name says 
- a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating 
an optimized angle towards the floor surface 
and the ball - resulting in harder shots with-
out having to bend the blade heel part.

TourLite™ - we use only the very best light 
weight carbon fiber material with a unique layup 
construction to create TourLite™ shafts. 
A favourite shaft among many of our Pro players 
around the world.

KickZone™ - is developed to provide an 
increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft 
when bent is kicking back faster and thereby 
hitting the ball with greater power - creating 
an increased ball speed. 

Xshaft™- The X-shaft is a totally new shaft 
construction from Salming. It’s design is 
slimmer than the regular curved shafts and 
it has an optimized KickZone area and a 
reduced TipCurve angle°.

Salming shaft technologies
PLEASE NOTE!  All KickZone™ and TipCurve™ shafts season 2013/2014 features an improved layup construction which will be 20% stronger!

AERO

Flex   27
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material 100% Carbon fiber
Grip AeroPLUS Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

OVAL FUSION 27 // ART. NO. 1103177

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. Equipped with the Aero blade 
made in Endurance™ polymer.

3 FACE decal design!Oval shaft design

AERO



44 / AERO 45 / AERO

Flex   29
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip Ultimate Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Z 29 // ART. NO. 1103195

INFO A spectacular Z feint stick equiped with the new Aero Z blade with maintained playing characteristics. The Aero Z blade is made in durable Endurance™ material. 

AEROZ

Dull / matte finish!

Flex   30
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Composite
Grip Ultimate Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

30 // ART. NO. 1103140

INFO Equipped with the Sniper blade has a duo cavity construction meaning that the playing surface on the fore hand side of the blade has an outer and a smaller inner radius. The inner 
radius follow the balls waist area exactly providing great ball contact and ball feel creating more accurate passes and harder shots.

SNIPER

// ART. NO. 1103124MATRIX

Flex   32
Length  93 (82) cm
Material Composite
Grip Firm Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   32
Length  98 (87) cm
Material Composite
Grip Firm Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   32
Length  107 (96) cm
Material Composite
Grip Firm Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

Flex   29
Length  111 (100), 114 (103) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip Ultimate Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

OVAL FUSION 29 // ART. NO. 1103135

INFO Features Salmings unique Oval Fusion technology. A semi oval shape at the top end of grip phasing into a traditional round grip shape. 
Equipped with Salmings popular Quest blade made in Endurance™ material.

Oval shaft design Twisted shaft decal design!

Flex   30
Length  107 (96), 111 (100) cm
Material Composite
Grip Ultimate Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

30 // ART. NO. 1103133

INFO Our popular composite shaft in flex 30. Equipped with Salmings popular Quest blade made in Endurance™ material.

Twisted shaft decal design!

QUEST

QUEST



46 / JUNIOR

INFO Officially approved match ball by the IFF.

Colours Blue, Lime   

47 / JUNIOR

INFO Salmings new developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for
exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized
vision, enhanced fit and safety called 8 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides
for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that
protects the glasses and a stretchable neck strap.

Colour FluoYellow / Black
Size Kid 115mm

  

RACE R3 - JUNIOR // ART. NO. 1233093

A STATE of the art junior indoor shoe. Features some of the Race 
innovative technologies such as the Torsion Guide System (T.G.S.62/75), 
RollBar™ and proprietary rebound and cushioning foam etc. 
Please read pages 14-15 for a thorough and detailed description. 

Colours: Cyan blue / fluo yellow Size: Euro  35 2/3 - 401/3

 US  3,5 - 7
 UK  2,5 - 6
 CM  22,5 - 26,0

INFO Junior goalie helmet in a new 
design with thin CatEye facial wire.

Size:  One size
Colours: Cyan blue / White 

YOUTH

Flex   35
Length 78 (67) cm
Material Composite
Colours 3 colour combos
 Fluo Orange / white / green  
 

Flex   35
Length 83 (72)cm
Material Composite
Colours 3 colour combos
 Green / white / fluo orange  
 

Flex   35
Length 88 (77) cm
Material Composite
Colours 3 colour combos
 Blue / fluo yellow / white   

3 Face design one stick three expressions!

3 Face design one stick three expressions!

3 Face design one stick three expressions!

Flex   35
Length  93 (82), 98 (87) cm
Material Composite
Grip Sticky Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

INFO Features Salmings proprietary KickZone- and TipCurve-technology. KickZone is developed to provide an increased whip-effect meaning that the shaft when bent is kicking back
faster and thereby hitting the ball with greater power - creating an increased ball speed. TipCurve is exactly what the name says - a curve at the tip end of the shaft creating an optimized
angle towards the floor surface and the ball - resulting in harder shots without having to bend the blade heel part. Equipped with the Aero blade made in Endurance™ material.

3 FACE decal design!

YOUTH

KickZone™
TipCurve™

AERO KICKZONE TIPCURVE 35 // ART. NO. 1103181

AERO 35 MID // ART. NO. 1103180CORE GOALIE HELMET junior // ART. NO. 1143405V1 PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR // ART. NO. 1182853-1919 YOUTHYOUTH

FLOW BALL 2-PACK // ART. NO. 1132888-0316-2YOUTH

Volume   2-3 sticks (70-92cm)
Colour Blue / black / lime 
Material Polyester  
 

YOUTH STICKBAG TOUR junior // ART. NO. 1153818-0301

2 face design!

Length 71 (60) cm
Material Glassfiber
Colours Black / blue / lime 

MINI STICK // ART. NO. 1103183YOUTH

Volume   2-3 sticks (70-92cm)
Colour Black / lime 
Material Polyester  
 

YOUTH STICKBAG TOUR Z junior // ART. NO. 1153818-0116

YOUTH

Flex   27
Length  93 (82), 98 (87), 103 (92) cm
Material Carbon Comp
Grip Ultimate Grip™
Blade material Endurance™   
 

AERO Z 32 // ART. NO. 1103196

INFO A spectacular Z feint stick equipped with the new Aero Z blade with maintained playing characteristics. The Aero Z blade is made in durable Endurance™ material. 

YOUTH



Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Orange  1111308E-0808
 Fluo yellow 1111308E-1919

REPLACEMENT // BLADESAERO Z

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Black  11103051
 Green  11103056
 Orange  11103058

REPLACEMENT // BLADESSNIPER

49 / REPLACEMENTS BLADES

REPLACEMENT // BLADES

REPLACEMENT // BLADES

QUEST

AERO MID

Salming performance replacement blades 

48 / REPLACEMENTS BLADES

Polymer  Colours Art. no.

Endurance™  White  1112309E-0707
 Lime  1112309E-1616
 Magenta  1112309E-5252

Radical™  White  1112309R-0707
 Purple  1112309R-3535
 Flou red 1112309R-1515 
 

ENDURANCE™ REPLACEMENT // BLADES

RADICAL™  NEW!

QUEST2

REPLACEMENT // BLADES

Polymer technologies - own your game!
Salming has created a new series of polymer blade materials that allows you to find the perfect material that matches the way you play the game.

Characteristics 
Exceptional durability, low 
friction and fantastic playing 
characteristics. 

This is the standard material 
used on most Salming sticks.

Please Note!
Heat blade prior to assembly 
and hooking - use warm water 
or heating gun.

Characteristics 
Unsurpassed shooting power. 
Low friction. Exceptional 
torsion.

Please Note! 
When hooking and assembling 
the blade it is  necessary to 
heat the blade - use warm 
water or heating gun.
 
Caution!
Sensitive for low temperatures.
Heat blade prior to assembly 
and hooking - use warm water 
or heating gun.

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  White  1119302E-0707
 Lime  1119302E-1616
 Magenta  1119302E-5252

Polymer  Colours Art. no.

Endurance™  White  1113310E-0707
 Magenta  1113310E-5252
 Poison green  1113310E-0606
 
Radical™  White  1113310R-0707
 Purple  1113310R-3535
 Fluo red  1113310R-1515 

REPLACEMENT // BLADESQUEST1

HDPE

PP

AERO

Polymer  Colours Art. no.

Endurance™  White  1111306E-0707
 Lime  1111306E-1616
 Magenta  1111306E-5252
 
Radical™  White  1111306R-0707
 Purple  1111306R-3535
 Fluo red  1111306R-1515

Polymer  Colours Art. no.
Endurance™  Orange  1111307E-0808



Salming V1 
      protective eyewear

V1 TECHNOLOGIES

ANTI REFLECTIVE COATING. A polished 
lens surface produces reflections when light 
is incident on the surface, e.g. in the form of 
artificial lights in a sport arena. Reflections are 
troublesome to the athlete causing fatigue as 
well as being irritating to the eye. In order to 
eliminate these reflections we have added an 
Anti-Reflective coating to our lens.

HYDROPHOBIC TREATMENT. Hydrop-
hobic layer repels water, sweat and grease, 
making the glasses easier to keep clean. 
Hydrophobic technology allows water to 
run off your lenses without unwanted water 
spots. Hydrophobic coating properties also 
dramatically increase scratch resistance.

SCRATCH RESISTANT COATING. Unfor-
tunately no polycarbonate lenses are scratch 
proof. However our Scratch resistant coating 
extends the life of the lens preventing the 
small scratches that occur through day to day 
handling and cleaning. A scratch free lens of 
course means clearer vision.

TEMPLATE SAFETY CONSTRUCTION. We use the softer and more flexible TR90 material on the templates to decrease risk for injuries. 
In addition the templates also have a 2K rubberized area at the ear section for enhanced fit and comfort.

MAXIMIZED VISION. Our wrap-around 
design uses a 10-base lens for maximized 
vision, which is of outmost importance for 
playing performance.

LENS FEATURES. Our advanced Polycarbo-
nate lens has many important features. Each 
lens is equipped with two air ventilation holes 
to reduce inside lens fog.

FRAME PADDING AREA. Frame inside is 
covered with neoprene padding for enhanced 
comfort and safety reason. Nose bridge is 
made in rubber material.

V1 WRAP-AROUND-DESIGN - offers 
exceptional fit causing less distraction during 
the game. Our V1 glasses are available in 
three sizes 115 mm, 125 mm and 135 mm 
– it is very important that the player has the 
right size in order to achieve proper protec-
tion and fit.



53 / PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR

Protection eyewear - recommended by IFF

INFO Salmings new developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized vision, 
enhanced fit and safety called 10 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Senior
Lens - Anti reflective coating
 - Scratch resistant coating
 - Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
 - Hydrophobic treatment
Construction Wrap-around-design 10 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour GiroBlue
Neck strap Adjustable woven quality
    

INFO Salmings new developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized vision, 
enhanced fit and safety called 10 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Junior
Lens - Anti reflective coating
 - Scratch resistant coating
 - Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
 - Hydrophobic treatment
Construction Wrap-around-design 10 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour Fluo orange
Neck strap Adjustable woven quality

INFO Salmings new developed protection eyewear with a unique wrap around design for exceptional fit and vision. Features a new type of curved lens construction shape for maximized vision, 
enhanced fit and safety called 8 base. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.

Size  Kid
Lens - Anti reflective coating
 - Scratch resistant coating
 - Ventilation holes decreases risk for inside lens fog
 - Hydrophobic treatment
Construction Wrap-around-design 8 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour Fluo yellow
Neck strap Adjustable woven quality

INFO Protection glasses approved by the IFF. Comes with an exclusive transparent case that protects the glasses.
Size  Youth, 125mm 
Lens - Anti scratch finish 
 - Anti fog surface
Material Nylon
Colour Black / Cyan blue
Neck strap Neoprene quality
    

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR senior // ART. NO 1182851-3636

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR junior // ART. NO 1182852-1818

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR kid // ART. NO 1182853-1919

PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR youth // ART. NO 1182850-0113BASE

115mm

125mm

135mm

INFO Salmings slick sports sunglasses. Features a smoked uv-
protection curved lens. 2K rubberized inserts on template sides 
for enhanced comfort and abrasion. Comes with an exclusive 
transparent bullet case that protects the glasses.
Size  Senior
Construction Wrap-around-design 10 base
Material Templates - soft and flexible TR90. Frame - Nylon 66
Colour White

V1 SUNGLASSES // ART. NO 1182854

V1

V1

V1



 INFO A Salming classic - a long lasting tacky surface with additional traction pattern.

 Colours Blue  Art.no. 1121344-0303
 Magenta  Art.no. 1121344-5252
 White  Art.no. 1121344-0707

 INFO Sticky with good absorption. Increased backing thickness provides softer feel.
 
Colours Black  Art.no. 1122348-0101
 White  Art.no. 1122348-0707
 Orange  Art.no. 1122348-0808

INFO Outstanding blend of shock absorption and feel.

Colours  White Art.no. 1122351-0707  
 Grey Art.no. 1122351-1010
 Red Art.no. 1122351-0505

INFO A tacky lightweight grip.

Colours  FluoOrange  Art.no. 1121350-0807
 FluoYellow  Art.no. 1121350-1907

ULTIMATE GRIP // ART. NO 1121344 STICKY GRIP // ART. NO 1122348 AERO PLUS // ART. NO 1122351 TOURLITE // ART. NO 1121350

54 / GRIPS 55 / GRIPS

Salming performance grip collection - high tech construction and top quality material

GRIPS GRIPS GRIPS GRIPS



ART. NO. 1141416 Snr 1141415 Jnr
A GOALIE MATCH JSY made in a 
smooth functional polyester fabric. 
No padding on the inside just a mesh 
lining. V-neck collar construction. 
Designed to fit perfectly with Salmings 
Protec and Core jerseys. Back side is 
without big Salming logo.

Size: 152, 164,
 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colours: Blue / White / Black

ART. NO. 1141416 Snr 1141415 Jnr
A STATE OF THE ART goalie jersey made 
in a smooth functional polyester fabric. 
Padded lining inside arms and shoulders 
for improved protection. A higher front 
collar construction for enhanced throat 
protection. Designed to fit perfectly with 
Salmings Protec™ series. Back side is 
without big Salming logo.

Size: 152, 164,
 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colours: White / fluo yellow
 Red / white

ART. NO. Sr 1142401 Snr 1142400 Jnr
A SALMING CLASSIC 2-face goalie pant design. 
Durable DuPont Cordura™ nylon on the preshaped 
knee area. Stretch fabric in crutch for excellent 
freedom of movement. Adjustable waist with velcro 
strap closure. Adjustable and detachable waist 
padding. Zipper construction at leg end.

Size: 152, 164,
 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colours: Blue / White / Black

ART. NO. 1141418 Snr 1141417 Jnr
A STATE OF THE ART goalie pant. A waist construc-
tion that provides a perfect fit. Hidden front zipper. 
Adjustable and detachable waist padding. Durable 
DuPont Cordura™ nylon on the preshaped knee 
areas. Stretch fabric in crutch for excellent freedom 
of movement. Zipper construction at leg end.

Size: 152, 164,
 S, M, L, XL, XXL

Colours: White / fluo yellow
 Red / white

CROSS V-NECK JSY

CROSS POLO Jsy

CROSS 2F PANT

CROSS PANT

56 / GOALIE

Salming Xlide Artno 1232084 
Cyan blue / black. Please check 
for available stock quantity.

Salming goalie equipment

57 / GOALIE

GOALIE GOALIE

GOALIE GOALIE



CORE JSYGOALIE
CORE PROTECTIVE TEEGOALIE

59 / GOALIE

ART. NO. 1140411
PADS FEATURING Salmings pat. pending flex 
technology that combined with a new GEL insert 
creates a smooth, flexible and cushioned expe-
rience. Main cylinder body is made in a special 
breathable neoprene fabric.

Size: XS, S, M, L, XL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1142415
SLIM FIT PROTECTION shorts. Made in 100% lightweighted functional 
fabric for superior breathability and comfort. The most exposed pelvis 
and thigh areas features a new type of compression moulded EVA foam 
covered in laminated mesh fabric for enhanced protection.  

Size: S - XXL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1140412
A SMOOTH and stretchable poly/spandex cylinder 
that features a newly developed EVA padding for 
maximum movability and breathability.

Size: XS, M, XL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1149409
A JOCK STRAP covered with a smooth
and soft polyester mesh pocket

Size: Jr, Sr

Colours: Black

58 / GOALIE

ART. NO. 1141423
SALMINGS VERY popular core knee pads that 
provides excellent comfort and padding at a 
reasonable price.

Size: XS, M, XL

Colours: Red

ART. NO. GV8
A SLIM FIT short sleeve protection 
jersey made in 100% functional 
polyester fabric.

Size: XS, M, XL

Colours: Black

ProTech™ series - compression moulded technology

ART. NO. 1141420 Snr 1141419 Jnr
A CLASSIC DESIGN shell goalie jersey 
at a reasonable price. 100% polyester 
construction.

Size: 140, 152, 164
 M, XL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1141422 Snr 1141421 Jnr
A CLASSIC DESIGN that provides excellent 
protection at a reasonable price.

Size: 140, 152, 164,
 M, XL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1140410
A SLIM FIT long sleeve protection 
jersey. Made in 100% lightweight 
functional fabric. The most exposed 
torso areas features a two layer 
EVA foam for enhanced protection.

Size: XS -XL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1142410
A SLIM FIT long sleeve protection jersey. Made in 100% lightweighted functional fabric 
for superior breathability and comfort. The most exposed torso areas features a new 
type of compression moulded EVA foam covered in laminated mesh fabric for enhanced 
protection.

PROTEC LONGSLEEVE JSY

PROTEC SHORTSGOALIE

GOALIE

Size: S - XXL

Colours: Black

PROTEC 2LAYER LONGSLEEVE GOALIE JSYGOALIE

PROTEC ELBOW PADSGOALIE PROTEC KNEE PADSGOALIE

CORE KNEE PADSGOALIEJOCKEY STRAPGOALIE

CORE PANTGOALIE



60 / GOALIE

ART. NO. 1142428
AN ELITE GOALIE GLOVE! With a smooth and 
firm fit with a new developed sticky palm grip. 
Reinforced knuckles for enhanced protection.

Size: XS, M, XL

Colours: White / FluoYellow / Black

CROSS GLOVESGOALIE

ART. NO. 1143426
SALMINGS PRO HELMET featuring a very thin black facial wire with maximized 
cateye visual properties. Rubberized exterior finish. Adjustable chin protection.

Size: One size

Colours: Cyan Blue / White
 FluoYellow / White 
 Black / White / Red 
 (Art.no 1141426)
 

61 / GOALIE

HELMET SPARE PARTS AVAILABLE! 
Chin Guard, helmet bag, new interior padding, new black 
dull facial wire, clips and screws, elstic straps and velcro.

ART. NO. 1141424
COMFORTABLE GOALIE gloves at 
a very reasonable price.

Size: XS, M, XL

Colours: Black

ART. NO. 1143405
JUNIOR goalie helmet in a cool 
design with thin CatEye facial wire.

Size:  One size

Colours: Cyan blue / white

CROSS ELITE HELMETGOALIE

CORE GLOVESGOALIE CORE HELMETGOALIE





AERO

ball technology - aero ballistic perfection,      fusion  polymer, duo x-bar, roundness...
TECHNOLOGYAERO+

Colour   White
Volume 200pcs

Colours   Blue
 Roadwork Orange   
 Magenta   
 Lime
Volume 200pcs

Volume  150 balls
Quality  Polyester
Feature Foldable

Volume  80 balls
Quality  Polyester
Feature Foldable

Aero ballistic perfection
  A unique dimple design surface - Design Patent 001709940-0001 - covering   
 twice as much surface of the ball as competitive balls on the market. 
  Stable and predictable ball flight through a reduction of aerodynamic drag,   
 which preserves the ball speed for a longer time.
Fusion polymer
 A highly advanced polymer that maximizes velocity and control. Our R&D   
 team has created a unique fusion of polymer materials, which results in a   
 soft superior feel and a predictable ball flight. 
X-bar™
 The inside of the ball is balanced and stabilized through a cross bar and   
 stabilizer ring around the two center holes. The result is a more stable 
 ballistic ball flight.
Surface texture
 A mix between silk smooth surface on the area that get in contact with   
 the blade and a glossy finish inside the dimples for a better feel and    
 improved aerodynamic characteristics.
Roundness
 Through a unique tooling design and manufacturing process - Aero has a   
 superior roundness which provides greater accuracy and a more predictable   
 ball transportation and ball flight.
Unique manufacturing process
 The Aero floorball is injection moulded and mirror welded through a 100%   
 automized process, utilising the most advanced production technique available.
Quality certified
 The quality control and testing are probably the toughest there is on the   
 market. The result is a durable and perfected Aero floorball.

Aero ballistic perfection
 – App. 1800 optimized dimples on the surface texture for superior air flight. 
 – Stable and predictable ball flight through a reduction of aerodynamic drag,   
 which preserves the ball speed for a longer time.
Fusion polymer
 A highly advanced polymer that maximizes velocity and control.. 
 Our R&D team has created a unique fusion of polymer materials,  
 which results in a soft superior feel and a predictable ball flight. 
Duo X-bar™
 The inside of the ball is balanced and stabilized through a duo cross bar and   
 stabilizer construction around the two center holes. The result is a more stable 
 ballistic ball flight as well as a more even hardness and bounce.
Surface texture
 A smooth silk surface on the area that get in contact with    
         the blade creates great ball handlng.
Roundness
 Through a unique tooling design and manufacturing process - Aero plus has a   
 superior roundness which provides greater accuracy and ball flight.
Unique manufacturing process
 The Aero floorball is injection moulded and mirror welded through a 100%   
 automized process, utilising the most advanced production technique available.
Quality certified
 The quality control and testing are probably the toughest there is on the   
 market. The result is a durable and perfected Aero floorball.

Colour   White
Multicolour   Blue 
 Roadwork orange   
 Magenta 
 Lime

ART. NO. 4132890-0707-4 (WHITE) 4132890-9999-4 (MULTI) BALL BAG // ART. NO. 4151826 BALL SACK // 4151828
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Colour   White
Multicolour   Black
 Fluo orange  
 Fluo yellow
 Poison green
Also available:
Aero+ 200 pack   White
Aero+ 200 pack   Multi

4-PACK

TECHNOLOGYAERO

AERO ART. NO. 4131888-0707 (WHITE) 4131888-9999 (MULTI)

AERO 200 PACK // MULTI COLOUR

AERO 200 PACK // ART. NO. 4131888-0707



Salming ProTour™  performance bag collection
PRO TOUR DUFFELPRO TOUR BACK PACK // DUFFEL

Art.no 1152828
Features   Two side compartments 
 and one main compartment.
Material PU leather
Volume 55L

MESSENGER                                                     iPAD SHOULDERBAG

Art.no 1152829
Features   Padded laptop 
 pocket inside main 
 compartment. 
Material PU leather
Volume 35L

TOUR TOOLBAG // ART. NO 11530821-SR  11530831-JR

A very practical stickbag and duffel combined - all in one model.

Volume   4-6 sticks
Colour Black / blue - Salming 2 face design.
Material Polyester
Features Mesh pockets inside

TOUR STICKBAG // 

PRO TOUR TOOLBAG // ART. NO. 1153822

Salming bag collection 2013/2014

66 / BAGS

Volume   4-6 sticks
Features  A new developed thermo protected stick pocket.
 Mesh pockets for replacement blades.  
 Separate apparel compartment.
Colour Lime, black, cyan blue
Material Polyester, PU

67 / BAGS

Thermo stick pocket

TEAMBAG

Volume   55L (Sr), 37L (Jr)
Colour Black 
Material Polyester
Feature Separate shoe comp.
Art. no. 1151826-0101 (Sr) 
 1151827-0101 (Jr)

BAGS

BAGS

BAGS

BAGS

BAGS BAGS BAGS

20cm
Bottom

75cm 38cm

PRO TOUR TROLLEY // ART. NO. 11523823

Volume   See sketch to the right.
Features  One big main compartment and one smaller.
 Durable trolley construction.
Colour White, black, cyan blue
Material Polyester, PU.

BAGS

Art.no  1150836
Features  Two sided whiteboard with     
 floorball court, Organizer.
Colour Black
Material Polyester, PU.

COACH MAPBAGS

BAGS
Art.no. 1153817 Snr
Volume   2-3 sticks
Colour  Snr black / blue, Jnr blue / lime.
 Salming 2 face design.
Material Polyester

For junior Tour stick bags

please see page 46-47

PRO TOUR BACK PACK
Art.no  1153825
Volume   30L
Features  Computer pocket.
 Tip lock pocket.
 Ergonomic shoulder 
 straps.
Colour Lime, black, cyan blue
Material Polyester, PU.

PRO TOUR DUFFEL
Art.no  1153824
Volume 65L
Features  One big main compartment
 Zippered tip lock pocket.
 Backpack shoulder straps.
Colour Lime, black, cyan blue
Material Polyester, PU

1152XXX
Shoulder bag 
specially made 
for your iPad &
A4 documents.
PU leather.

PRO TOUR STICKBAG // ART. NO 1153820

Volume   2-3 sticks
Features  A new developed thermo protected stick pocket. 
 Separate outside compartment.
Colour  Lime, black, cyan blue
Material Polyester, PU

BAGS

The entire main
compartment
features thermo lining!
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Team apparel 



MAPLE JSY // ART. NO. 1191626TEAMWEAR

71 / TEAM APPAREL

Team apparel - Powered with CoolFeelTM

A MATCH JERSEY made in functional 
polyester fabric. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.

Size: 140, 152, 164,  
 S-XXL
Colours: Black, royal blue, red, 
 white, green, fluo orange, 
 fluo yellow, light blue, yellow

TORONTO JSY // ART. NO. Snr 1191623 Jnr 1191622TEAMWEAR

TEAMWEAR

MATCH SHORTS made in functional 
polyester fabric. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.

Size: 140, 152, 164,  
 S-XXL
Colours: Royal blue, red, 
 white, black

TORONTO SHORTS // ART. NO. Snr 1191625 Jnr 1191624

A MATCH JERSEY made in functional 
polyester fabric. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.

Size: XS-XXL
Colours: Black, royal blue, red, white,  
 green, fluo orange, fluo yellow.

TEAMWEAR MAPLE SHORTS // ART. NO. 1191627

MATCH SHORTS made in functional 
polyester fabric. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.

Size: XS-XXL
Colours: Black, white,
 royal blue, red

70 / TEAM APPAREL



COMFORTABLE training shorts made 
in functional polyester and powered with 
Salming CoolFeel™.

Size: 140, 152, 164, S-XXL
Colours: Black, white

TEAMWEAR CORE SHORTS // ART. NO. Snr 1192656

A MATCH JERSEY made in functional 
polyester and powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™.

Size: 140, 152, 164, S-XXL
Colours: White, cobalt blue, raspberry red,  
 black, fluo orange, light blue, magenta

TEAMWEAR

A FUNCTIONAL CONCEPT designed 
fully for transporting moisture from your 
skin to the fabrics surface where it will 
evaporate rapidly. Keeps you comfortable 
during high performance activities. 

Team apparel - Powered with CoolFeel TM

MARLIE JSY // ART. NO. Snr 1192647

ART. NO. Jnr 1192648

ART. NO. Jnr 1192655

TEAMWEAR TEAM SOCK // ART. NO. 1192630

ANATOMICALLY knitted and 
reinforced match sock powered 
with Salming CoolFeel™.

Size: 35-38
 39-42
 43-46
Colours: Royal blue, 
 red, black, 
 white, green, 
 yellow

TECHNOLOGY CoolFeel™

72 / TEAM APPAREL
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TEAMWEAR
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Team apparel 



A PADDED DURABLE shell 
jacket. Zippered pockets and 
adjustable cuffs. Hood with 
drawstring.

Art. no: 1193660

Size: XS-XXL

Colours: Black

TEAMWEAR SALMI TEAM JKT // 

A PRESENTATION made in a highly 
functional micro fibre fabric. Powered with 
Salming CoolFeel™. Zippered pockets 
and mesh lining.

Art. no: Snr jacket 1192650
 Snr pant 1192652
 Jnr jacket 1192649
 Jnr pant 1192651

Size: 140, 152, 164,  
 S-XXL

Colours: Black, 
 royal blue, 
 red, white

TEAMWEAR DETROIT PRES SUIT // 

Team apparel - Presentation suits & team core

A PRESENTATION SUIT made in 
100% functional polyester powered with 
Salming CoolFeel™. Zippered pockets 
and mesh lining. Micro fleece collar.

Art. no: Snr jacket 1190610
 Snr pant 11906161
 Jnr jacket 1190607
 Jnr pant 11906151

Size: 128, 140, 152, 164,  
 S-XXL

Colours: Black, royal blue, 
 red, green

TEAMWEAR MACRO PRES SUIT // 

AN EXCLUSIVE presentation suit, 
made in a highly functional micro fibre 
fabric. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™. Zippered pockets.

Art. no: Snr jacket 1192662
 Snr pant 1192664
 Jnr jacket 1192661
 Jnr pant 1192663

Size: 140, 152, 164,  
 S-XXL

Colours: Black, 
 royal blue, 
 red

TEAMWEAR TAURUS WCT PRES SUIT // 

A FEMALE PRESENTATION SUIT 
made in 100% functional polyester fa-
bric. Powered with Salming CoolFeel™. 
Zippered pockets and mesh lining. 

Art. no: 1191635

Size: XS-XL

Colours: Black

TEAMWEAR LINDEN PRES SUIT // 

LAST SEASON! Please check for available quantity.
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Team apparel 



SNR ART.NO. 11996011
80% cotton 20% polyester.

Size: S-XXL

Colour: Black

TEAMWEAR HALF ZIP SET

JNR ART.NO. 11996001
80% cotton 20% polyester.

Size: 128, 140, 
 152, 164

Colour: Black

SNR JSY ART.NO. 1190757
80% cotton 20% polyester.

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black, red, purple, cyan blue

TEAMWEAR WARM UP JSY & WARM UP PANTS  

JNR JSY ART.NO. Jnr 1190756
80% cotton 20% polyester.

Size: 140, 152, 164

Colours: Black

SNR PANT ART.NO. 1190759
80% cotton 20% polyester.

Size: S-XXL

Colour: Black

JNR PANT ART.NO. Jnr 1190758
80% cotton 20% polyester.

Size: 140, 152, 164

Colour: Black

SNR ART.NO. 1199603
100% functional polyester.

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

TEAMWEAR TRAINING SET

JNR ART.NO. 1199602
100% functional polyester.

Size: 140, 152, 
 164

Colour: Black

ART.NO. 1192657
100% polyester.

Size: Kid, Jnr, Snr

Colours: Blue, 
 green, 
 magenta, 
 yellow

TEAMWEAR TRAINING VEST

SNR ART.NO. 1163509
100% cotton.

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black, cyan blue

TEAMWEAR FLOORBALL TEE

JNR ART.NO. 1163510
100% cotton.

Size: 140, 152, 164

Colours: Black (only)

TEAMWEAR TEAM CAPT.

ART.NO. 11898151
Elastic with velcro construction.

Size: One size

Colours: Black / white
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365 training

365  Pro Training



TRAINING SHORTS with a more dressed 
technical look made in micro fiber fabric that 
provides a superior cooling effect during high 
performance activities. Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™. 

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

Art. No: 1191640

ULTRALITE LONG SHORTS // 365

ANATOMICALLY KNITTED for excellent fit. 
Powered with Salming CoolFeel™. 

Size: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46

Colours: Black, white

Art. No: 1190620

SOCKS // 365

A TRAINING TEE that provides 
a superior cooling effect during 
high performance activities. 
Powered with Salming 
CoolFeel™. 

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Fluo orange
 Cyan blue

Art. No: 1191642

COOLFEEL TEE // 365

A TRAINING TEE with a more dressed technical look made in micro fiber fabric that 
provides a superior cooling effect during high performance activities. Powered with 
Salming CoolFeel™. 

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black, magenta

Art. No: 1190606

TRAINING TEE // 365

TRAINING SHORTS that provides 
a superior cooling effect during high 
performance activities. Powered 
with Salming CoolFeel™. 

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black, white

Art. No: 1191643

SHORTS // 365

A LIGHTWEIGHT wind protective jacket 
with excellent breathability. Powered 
with CoolFeel™. Reflex print. 
Zippered side, chest and inside 
pocket. A comfortable 
lightweight mesh lining. 

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

Art. No: 1191638

SOFT TECH JKT // 365

A HALF ZIP HOODIE made in comfortable 
lightweight functional polyester with a rugged 
inside. Front side pockets with velcro 
closure. A small zippered chest pocket. 
Neoprene bindings at sleeve ending.  
A big and roomy comfortable hood.

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

Art. No: 1191637

TECH HOOD // 365

365 Pro Training - keeps you dry and comfortable during       high performance activities

84 / 365 85 / 365

A LIGHTWEIGHT superthin running 
wind protective jacket with cut out hole 
pattern for excellent breathability. 
Powered with CoolFeel™. Reflex print. 
Chest pocket for valuables. Easy to 
stow away in your pocket when not 
using it.

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Cyan blue

Art. No: 1191639

ULTRALITE JKT // 365

A SHAPED AND SLIM FIT running pant 
with windprotective shell and breathable 
fabric. Powered with CoolFeel™. Reflex 
print. Side pockets. Zippered leg endings.

Size: S-XXL

Colours: Black

Art. No: 1191641

RUNTECH PANTS // 365



365 training

365  Pro Training



COMFORTABLE shorts made in 96% 
cotton and 4% spandex fabric.

Size: XS-XXL

Colours: Black, white

Art. No: 1192655

CORE SHORTS // TRAINING

AN EXPRESSIVE TRAINING tee 
made in funtional polyester. 
Regular fit.

Size: XS-XXL

Colours: Black / magenta

Art. No: 1191629

X-FACTOR TEE // TRAINING

A BASIC TRAINING tee 
made in functional polyester. 
Regular fit.

Size: 140, 152, 164
 Rasberry red,  
 cobalt blue, black
 S-XXL, all colours.

Colours: Cobalt blue,  
 rasberry red, 
 neon green,   
 aqua, black. 

Art. No: Snr 1192645
 Jnr 1192646

TUMBA TRAINING JSY // TRAINING

A COMFORTABLE tee made in 
96% cotton and 4% spandex fabric. 
Muscle fit.

Size: XS-XL

Colours: Black, white

Art. No: 1161621

CORE TEE // TRAINING

88 / CORE TRAINING

Salming core training

89 / CORE TRAINING
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Sportswear



Off Court - sportswear

92 / SPORTS WEAR

A COMFORTABLE and thick 
280g/m2 cotton polyester hood.

Size: 140, 152, 164
 S-XL

Colours: Navy

Art. No: Snr 1161520
 Jnr 1161523

TORONTO HOOD // OFF COURT

A COMFORTABLE and thick 
280g/m2 cotton polyester hood
with zippered front.

Size: S-XL

Colours: Grey melange

Art. No: 1163529

PROPERTY OF SALMING HOOD // OFF COURT

A COMFORTABLE cotton pique 
 made in 220g/m2 100% cotton.

Size: S-XL

Colours: Navy, white, 
 black

Art. No: 1162517

YORK POLO // OFF COURT

A COMFORTABLE cotton 
tee made in 100% cotton 
single jersey 180g/m2.

Size: S-XL

Colours: Navy, 
 grey melange

Art. No: 1163525

PROPERTY OF SALMING TEE // OFF COURT

A COMFORTABLE and thick 
280g/m2 cotton polyester pant.

Size: S-XL

Colours: Grey melange

Art. No: 1161521

BAY PANT // OFF COURT

MADE IN 100% cotton 
single jersey 180g/m2.

Size: 140, 152, 164
 S-XXL

Colours: Grey melange

Art. No: Snr 1163530
 Jnr 1163531

NO NONSENSE TEE // OFF COURT

MADE IN cotton pique, 
60% cotton 40% polyester.

Size: S-XXXL

Colours: Black, white

Art. No: 1162513

TEAM POLO // OFF COURT

BUSTER BEANIE
Size: One size
Colours: Dark grey
Art. No: 1173844

HEADWEAR //OFF COURT

HEADWEAR //OFF COURT

PROPERTY OF...CAP
Size: One size adjustable
Colours: Dark grey
Art. No: 1173849

KING CAP
Size: One size
 adjustable
Colours: Dark grey
Art. No: 1173848

ONTARIO BEANIE
Size: One size
Colours: Dark grey
Art. No: 1171834

93 / SPORTSWEAR



Size: 25 x 35cm

Colours: Cyan blue / white

Art. No: 1182847

FACIAL TOWEL // ACCESSORIES

Accessories

STRETCHABLE headband.

Size: One size

Colours: Black, white

Art. No: 1182846

STRETCHABLE hairband.

Size: One size

Colours: Black, white, cyan blue

Art. No: 1182845

HEADBAND & HAIRBAND // ACCESSORIES

Size: 1 L
Colours: Transparent orange
Art. No: 1181800

WATER BOTTLE 1LACCESSORIES

Model: Mid 12cm
Colours: Green Gecko  1182840-1616
 Knockout Pink 1182840-5353
 Cyan blue 1182840-1313

Model: XXL 15cm
Colours: Blue  1182841-0307
 White  1182841-0703

WRISTBANDSOFF COURT

A COMFORTABLE shower slipper 
made in an EVA rubber composite.

Size: 36-45

Colours: Black

SHOWER SLIPPER //  // ART. NO. 1233096ACCESSORIES

Size: 65 x 140cm

Colours: Cyan blue / white

Art. No: ST7

SHOWER TOWEL // ACCESSORIES

XXL

MID
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X3M SWEDEN AB 
 

Tel +46 (0) 31 730 00 10
Fax +46 (0)31 730 00 99

info@salming.com

X3M Sweden AB
Ekonomivägen 2

436 33 Askim
Sweden
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